The impact of microsegregation models on thermophysical properties and solidification behaviors of a high strength steel was investigated. The examined microsegregation models include the classical equilibrium Lever rule, the extreme non-equilibrium Scheil-Gulliver, as well as other treatments in the intermediate regime proposed by Brody and Flemings, Clyne and Kurz, Kobayashi and Ohnaka. Based on the comparative analyses performed on three representative regions with varied secondary dendrite arm spacing sizes, the classical equilibrium Lever rule and non-equilibrium Scheil scheme were employed to determine the thermophysical features of the studied steel, using the experimentally verified models from literature. The evaluated thermophysical properties include effective thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity and density. The calculated thermophysical data were used for three-dimensional simulation of the casting and solidification process of a 40 metric ton steel ingot, using FEM code Thercast ® . The simulations captured the full filling, the thermo-mechanical phenomena and macro-scale solute transport in the cast ingot. The results demonstrated that Lever rule turned out to be the most reasonable depiction of the physical behavior of steel in study in large-size cast ingot and appropriate for the relevant macrosegregation simulation study. The determination of the model was validated using the experimentally measured top cavity dimension, the thermal profiles on the mold outside surface by means of thermocouples, and the carbon distribution patterns via mass spectrometer analysis.
Introduction
Ingot casting is the only method for the production of large size mono-block medium-carbon high strength steels to meet the increasing demands from the energy and transportation industries. Solidification of large-size ingots generates non-homogeneous distribution of the alloying elements at the scale of the product, called macrosegregation. From a practical viewpoint, the nature and extent of the macrosegregation [1] , accompanied with the ratio of the columnar to equiaxed structure [2] , determines the quality of the final product. The presence of macrosegregation results in inconsistent transformation products (i.e., martensite, bainite) during subsequent hot working and further plastic deformation [3] , and causes nonuniformity in mechanical properties of the finished product. To elucidate the controlling mechanisms of the formation and development of macrosegregation, extensive studies have been conducted using finite element modeling (FEM), the most economical approach. However, the predictive reliability of the solute transport model significantly depends on the accuracy of the α = D S t f /L 2 (1) where D S is the diffusivity of solute element in the solid phase (µm/s), t f is the diffusion time (local solidification time) (s) and L is the length scale of the microsegregation domain (usually taken as half of secondary dendrite arm spacing d 2 ) (µm). For a high value of α, the solid-mass diffusivity of carbon is assumed to be so intense that the composition is always uniform within each phase (i.e., the system is always in thermodynamic equilibrium). Then the solidification behavior is described by the classical Lever rule [6] . For a small α, the diffusion in the solid can be ignored, which is opposite to the Lever rule and described by Scheil-Gulliver or Scheil equation [7] . The reality, however, is expected to lie somewhere between the above two extremes, depending on the importance of solid state diffusion. Therefore, various models have been put forward to quantify the effect of solid state diffusion for the intermediate states between the Scheil and Lever rule cases. For them, the following assumptions are made [15] :
1.
Straight liquidus and solidus lines of the concerned phase diagram (i.e., a constant partition coefficient k connecting the slope of solidus and liquidus together); 2.
A constant diffusion coefficient; 3.
A plate-like or cylindrical dendrite geometry; 4.
A single phase in the solid (an abrupt occurrence of δ-ferrite/γ-austenite transformation);
5.
A parabolic (v = t/t f ) or linear local solid/liquid interface advance velocity (v = L/t f ).
Brody-Flemings presented a decreasing parabolic model, based on one-dimensional solute redistribution, for the solid/liquid interface advance [14] . Clyne-Kurz model modified the Brody-Flemings equations by introducing a parameter, Ω (α), to be substituted for α, in order to limit the errors introduced by the geometrical simplifications. Kobayashi and Ohnaka proposed an extended mathematical model, incorporating a thermal model of solidification into the analysis, and solved more rigorously the Brody-Flemings model [16] . The equations regarding all above microsegregation models are summarized in Table 1 . 
In the above table, ω 0 is the original composition (wt.%), k is the partition coefficient, T is the system temperature (K), T L is the liquidus temperature (K), T f is the melting temperature for pure iron (K). For Clyne-Kurz and Kobayashi-Ohnaka models,
Material and Methods

Experimental and Modeling Processes
A 40 metric tons (MT) cylindrical shape steel ingot was cast at 1570 • C with a filling time of 30 min. During the casting process, the molten steel, with the chemical composition listed in Table 2 , was bottom poured into a big-end-up cast iron mold 250 cm in height, 150 cm in mean diameter, and hot-topped above 70 cm in height. After solidification and stripping out, as shown in Figure 1a , the centerline cross section (the grey face in Figure 1b ) of the hot-top and 30 cm thick section of the ingot's main body were chemically characterized using the Thermo Scientific ARL TM 4460 mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). Then three regions were selected along the radius of the ingot in the section 30 cm below the hot-top/ingot body interface. They were located in the ingot wall side, radial midway and center (Regions 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 1b ), representing the solidified regions in the initial, intermediate and final stages of the solidification process. This section was chosen to reduce the effect of defects encountered in the hot-top, which could influence dendrite evolutions [18] . The axial faces of the three regions were first chemically characterized with the Thermo Scientific ARL TM 4460 mass spectrometer. They were then polished and etched in Oberhoffer's solution (100 cm 3 H 2 O + 100 cm 3 alcohol + 3 cm 3 HCl + 0.2 g CuCl 2 ·2H 2 O + 3 g FeCl 3 ·6H 2 + 0.1 g SnCl 2 ·2H 2 O) for metallographic examination using a binocular microscope. Secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS, d 2 ) was measured on the obtained micrographs using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health and the Laboratory for Optical and Computational Instrumentation, Madison, WI, USA) [19] . The determined SDAS was an average value of repeated measurements in at least 5 different areas.
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Determination of Fourier Number 
The Fourier numbers  for the three representative regions were determined via Equation (1), which relates the diffusivity of carbon in austenite (in cm 2 /s) to the local solidification time tf (in s) and the local measured SDAS d2 (in μm). The diffusivity of carbon in austenite was taken as a mean diffusivity over the freezing interval from the expression [22] :
where D0 is the frequency factor of 0.0761 cm 2 /s, Q is the diffusion activation energy of 32,160 cal/mol, R is gas constant of 1.987 cal/mol·K, and T is the temperature in Kelvin.
The local solidification time tf (in s) was determined using Won's empirical expression for lowalloy steels with 0.15 wt.% < ωC < 0.6 wt.% [11] : 
where CR is the cooling rate (°C/s) and ωC is the carbon content (wt.% C). The liquidus TL (°C) and solidus TS (°C) of each region were calculated in terms of local chemical composition using the computational thermodynamics program ThermoCalc ® with TCFE7 steel/Fe-alloy database [23] .
Determination of Thermodynamic Properties
The temperature dependence of solid fraction (fS) was determined using the equations correlated to different microsegregation models, as given in Table 1 . The effective thermal conductivity (λ), specific heat capacity (CP) and density (ρ) of the heterogeneous mixture of -ferrite, -austenite and liquid in the mushy state of the studied regions were calculated with the phase fractions and properties of each phase in the mushy state from the equations in references [22, 24] .
The effective thermal conductivity ( ) was calculated as a function of temperature (T), carbon content ( ) and phase fraction (f), following Meng's equations [22] . The model was proposed by applying regression analysis to the experimental thermal conductivity data compilation. 
Determination of Fourier Number α
The Fourier numbers α for the three representative regions were determined via Equation (1), which relates the diffusivity of carbon in austenite D S (in cm 2 /s) to the local solidification time t f (in s) and the local measured SDAS d 2 (in µm). The diffusivity of carbon in austenite was taken as a mean diffusivity over the freezing interval from the expression [22] :
where D 0 is the frequency factor of 0.0761 cm 2 /s, Q is the diffusion activation energy of 32,160 cal/mol, R is gas constant of 1.987 cal/mol·K, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The local solidification time t f (in s) was determined using Won's empirical expression for low-alloy steels with 0.15 wt.% < ω C < 0.6 wt.% [11] :
where C R is the cooling rate ( • C/s) and ω C is the carbon content (wt.% C). The liquidus T L ( • C) and solidus T S ( • C) of each region were calculated in terms of local chemical composition using the computational thermodynamics program ThermoCalc ® with TCFE7 steel/Fe-alloy database [23] .
Determination of Thermodynamic Properties
The temperature dependence of solid fraction (f S ) was determined using the equations correlated to different microsegregation models, as given in Table 1 . The effective thermal conductivity (λ), specific heat capacity (C P ) and density (ρ) of the heterogeneous mixture of δ-ferrite, γ-austenite and liquid in the mushy state of the studied regions were calculated with the phase fractions and properties of each phase in the mushy state from the equations in references [22, 24] .
The effective thermal conductivity (λ) was calculated as a function of temperature (T), carbon content (ω C ) and phase fraction (f ), following Meng's equations [22] . The model was proposed by applying regression analysis to the experimental thermal conductivity data compilation.
where f α , f δ , f γ and f L are the volume fractions of α-ferrite, δ-ferrite, γ-austenite and liquid, respectively.
The density (ρ in kg/m 3 ) was expressed as a heterogeneous phase mixture containing liquid (L), ferrite (α/δ) and austenite (γ) [24] :
where temperature T is in • C, and solute contents are given in wt.% In the same way, specific heat was determined using the following equations [22] :
where temperature T is in K.
Results and Discussions
SDAS and Back-Diffusion Parameter
The measured chemical compositions of the three investigated regions (as shown in Figure 1 ) are listed in Table 2 . As compared with the nominal composition, all the three regions show positive segregation. The carbon concentration presents a linear increase in the radial direction from the ingot periphery to the center, attesting that the liquid-solid interface set off from the mold wall and then advanced inwards to the later solidifying regions. Other elements take on the same trend, but to a weaker extent. Based on chemical compositions, the solidus and liquidus temperatures, corresponding to each position, were determined and given in Table 3 . It can be seen that stronger segregated regions are accompanied with lower phase transformation temperatures, including the liquidus and solidus. The temperature difference between liquidus and solidus present, in contrast, a progressive augmentation with the increase of segregation intensity and SDAS. Table 3 . Calculated parameters for the investigated regions. Figure 3 presents the optical micrographs observed on the three selected regions. Analyses on these micrographs revealed SDAS values (d 2 ) of 366 µm in the periphery of the ingot, 474 µm in the 1 2 radius position and 536 µm in the ingot center. A Scheme was added to Figure 3b to illustrate the method to determine the SDAS values. Based on the measured SDAS, local solidification time for each case was calculated using Equation (5) . The results were added to Table 3 . It can be seen that the evolution of solidification time with the SDAS is in agreement with the reports in the literature that higher SDAS is correlated with longer solidification time [25] . Figure 3 presents the optical micrographs observed on the three selected regions. Analyses on these micrographs revealed SDAS values (d2) of 366 μm in the periphery of the ingot, 474 μm in the ½ radius position and 536 μm in the ingot center. A Scheme was added to Figure 3b to illustrate the method to determine the SDAS values. Based on the measured SDAS, local solidification time for each case was calculated using Equation (5) . The results were added to Table 3 . It can be seen that the evolution of solidification time with the SDAS is in agreement with the reports in the literature that higher SDAS is correlated with longer solidification time [25] . With the measured SDAS (d2), the determined diffusion coefficient DS based on Equation (4) and the calculated local solidification time (tf), Fourier number α values were calculated using Equation (1) and given in Table 3 . It was revealed that with the increase of the dendritic arm spacing and the local freezing time from the ingot wall side chill zone to the center, the value of Fourier number α increased along the radius of the 40 MT ingot. Figure 4 gives the dependence of local solid fraction within the mushy zone on local temperature for the three investigated regions in the steel ingot. The entire ranges of Fourier numbers (3 values) were all investigated based on different microsegregation models given in Table 1 . It can be seen that for the Lever rule, the decrease of the liquidus and the increase of solidus-liquidus difference (as indicated in Table 3 ), with the increase of SDAS and the resultant α value in the ingot radial direction, were reflected in the movement of the predicted curves to the lower temperature and their larger. With the measured SDAS (d 2 ), the determined diffusion coefficient D S based on Equation (4) and the calculated local solidification time (t f ), Fourier number α values were calculated using Equation (1) and given in Table 3 . It was revealed that with the increase of the dendritic arm spacing and the local freezing time from the ingot wall side chill zone to the center, the value of Fourier number α increased along the radius of the 40 MT ingot. Figure 4 gives the dependence of local solid fraction within the mushy zone on local temperature for the three investigated regions in the steel ingot. The entire ranges of Fourier numbers (3 values) were all investigated based on different microsegregation models given in Table 1 . It can be seen that for the Lever rule, the decrease of the liquidus and the increase of solidus-liquidus difference (as indicated in Table 3 ), with the increase of SDAS and the resultant α value in the ingot radial direction, were reflected in the movement of the predicted curves to the lower temperature and their larger. Figure 4 gives the dependence of local solid fraction within the mushy zone on local temperature for the three investigated regions in the steel ingot. The entire ranges of Fourier numbers (3 values) were all investigated based on different microsegregation models given in Table 1 . It can be seen that for the Lever rule, the decrease of the liquidus and the increase of solidus-liquidus difference (as indicated in Table 3 ), with the increase of SDAS and the resultant α value in the ingot radial direction, were reflected in the movement of the predicted curves to the lower temperature and their larger. In addition, for all the three examined regions, the freezing zones predicted using Scheil model were much larger than the predictions from other microsegregation models. This is probably due to the assumption in Scheil's formulation that with a perfectly mixed liquid and no diffusion in the solid phase, solidification does not occur until reaching the eutectic temperature. The predictions given using Brody-Flemings model appear physically impossible, since the temperature at which solidification is complete lies above the equilibrium solidus. Similar errors predicted by Brody-Flemings equations have also been reported by others [15, 16] . It is worth emphasizing here that Flemings approach has been successfully applied to cases where no solid material enters or leaves the volume element during solidification; the elementary domain for establishing the balances was defined on the undeformed solid skeleton of the mushy zone [1] . Thus, it appears probable that the approximate equations derived by Brody-Flemings do not have the physical justification. As well, it is necessary to use a more realistic model for solute microsegregation/redistribution.
Impact of Microsegregation Model on Thermophysical Properties
The data presented in Figure 4 also reveal that for all the three Fourier number cases, the phase transformations predicted using Clyne-Kurz and Kobayashi-Ohnaka equations are similar to each other. They also nearly coincide with the Lever rule curves, whether before or after the δ/γ transformation during the cooling process. This finding indicates that the Lever rule may be regarded as a better approximation for the diffusion behavior in the solid in the large-size cast ingot.
Different segregation levels and SDAS sizes resulted in the change of the kinetics of phase transformations, and generated variations in the thermophysical properties of the formed phases. Figure 5 presents the temperature dependence of the effective thermal conductivity on the dendritic solidification model. The variations of specific heat and density as a function of temperature are given in Figures 6 and 7 . For the three examined regions, Lever rule predicts significant increase of the thermal conductivity of the mushy zone as a function of temperature. The evolution of the specific heat follows the same trend while that of the density goes in the opposite direction.
It must be noted that all the changes in the dynamic thermophysical properties arose after the phase transformation during the cooling process. Hence, similar changes in the thermophysical properties are also expected to be observed in the evolution of solid phase. For instance, for all the In addition, for all the three examined regions, the freezing zones predicted using Scheil model were much larger than the predictions from other microsegregation models. This is probably due to the assumption in Scheil's formulation that with a perfectly mixed liquid and no diffusion in the solid phase, solidification does not occur until reaching the eutectic temperature. The predictions given using Brody-Flemings model appear physically impossible, since the temperature at which solidification is complete lies above the equilibrium solidus. Similar errors predicted by Brody-Flemings equations have also been reported by others [15, 16] . It is worth emphasizing here that Flemings approach has been successfully applied to cases where no solid material enters or leaves the volume element during solidification; the elementary domain for establishing the balances was defined on the undeformed solid skeleton of the mushy zone [1] . Thus, it appears probable that the approximate equations derived by Brody-Flemings do not have the physical justification. As well, it is necessary to use a more realistic model for solute microsegregation/redistribution.
Different segregation levels and SDAS sizes resulted in the change of the kinetics of phase transformations, and generated variations in the thermophysical properties of the formed phases. Figure 5 presents the temperature dependence of the effective thermal conductivity on the dendritic solidification model. The variations of specific heat and density as a function of temperature are given in Figures 6 and 7 . For the three examined regions, Lever rule predicts significant increase of the Metals 2020, 10, 74 9 of 17 thermal conductivity of the mushy zone as a function of temperature. The evolution of the specific heat follows the same trend while that of the density goes in the opposite direction.
It must be noted that all the changes in the dynamic thermophysical properties arose after the phase transformation during the cooling process. Hence, similar changes in the thermophysical properties are also expected to be observed in the evolution of solid phase. For instance, for all the three regions, the predictions from Brody-Flemings equations appeared questionable, and the variations in Clyne-Kurz and Kobayashi-Ohnaka curves were indistinguishable from those given by the Lever rule. Based on the above analyses, Lever rule can be regarded as a suitable approximation for the diffusion behavior in the solid in an industrial scale ingot, whether in the initial solidification stage or in the intermediate and late solidification phases. Therefore, the dynamic physical properties of the studied steel were calculated using Lever rule. The determined data were used to simulate the solidification behavior of the industrial scale 40MT steel ingot. FE simulation using Scheil equations were also performed for comparison purposes.
Impact of Microsegregation Model on Solidification Behavior
The thermophysical properties of the studied steel, determined using Lever rule and Scheil scheme, were adopted for the computation of the thermomechanical behavior and solutal distribution during the solidification process of the 40MT steel cast ingot. Figure 8 For the temperature fields, at the end of the filling operation (Figure 8a ,e), a long inclined 1550 • C isothermal curve was obtained by the application of the Lever rule, which was different from the relatively flattened and short one in the calculation at any given solidification moment, the movement of any isotherm in Scheil predictions always with Scheil equation. The high temperature area in the bulk liquid (the red region above the 1550 • C isotherm) in the Lever rule case was smaller than that from Scheil. This finding indicates the occurrence of a delayed heat dissipation in the superheated molten steel under Scheil conditions. With the solidification proceeding, lagged behind the corresponding one predicted using Lever rule. This feature is indicative of a solidification delay in Scheil due to the absence of solid diffusion.
Predicted temperature variations on the mold's outside surface as a function of time, monitored using sensors (SN), were compared with experimental readings of thermocouples (TC) placed at five specified positions (as illustrated on the top right corner in Figure 9 ). A better agreement can be seen, in Figure 9 , between the values predicted using Lever rule model and the measured profiles.
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Further comparative analyses of liquid fraction fields in Figure 8 revealed similar solidification delay tendency in the calculations with null diffusion in the solid (Scheil model), as observed above in temperature patterns. For instance, for the Scheil case, after the pouring operation, the solid front was always closer to the hot-top wall side in the hot-top part (Figure 8f-h) ; at 15.5 h, a mushy zone was still remained, which was in contrast to the complete solidification for Lever rule.
The solidification delay in Scheil predictions was also reflected in the difference in the solidification times predicted using the two models. With Lever rule, 54,428 s (15 h 7 min) was needed for complete solute redistribution, while based on Scheil model, the solidification of the ingot did not end until 62,945 s (17 h 29 min in Figure 10 ). The approximate 15 h for the 40MT ingot to complete solidification was in good accordance with the casting time in the actual manufacturing practice. It should be noted that the delay in solidification would allow more time for solute-rich interdendritic liquid to redistribute in the steel. This tendency would permit the formation of more carbide and aggravate macroscopic solute segregation.
Furthermore, the extents in the top shrinkage predicted by the two approaches were also different. The top shrinkage predicted using Lever rule reached 26 cm (≈8% vertical contraction measured from the original fill height) at the end of solidification, while for the Scheil case, the top contraction arrived at 10 cm (3.2% vertical contraction) when solidification was finished. Thus, the smaller top shrinkage (as seen in Figure 8 ) and the resulting larger ingot final volume should be the root cause for the substantial increase in the solidification time for the simulation using Scheil rule. It should be noted that the Lever rule's predicted top shrinkage depth at the centerline of about 26 cm agreed closely with the cavity dimensions measured on the experimental obtained ingot. Further comparative analyses of liquid fraction fields in Figure 8 revealed similar solidification delay tendency in the calculations with null diffusion in the solid (Scheil model), as observed above in temperature patterns. For instance, for the Scheil case, after the pouring operation, the solid front was always closer to the hot-top wall side in the hot-top part (Figure 8f-h) ; at 15.5 h, a mushy zone was still remained, which was in contrast to the complete solidification for Lever rule.
Furthermore, the extents in the top shrinkage predicted by the two approaches were also different. The top shrinkage predicted using Lever rule reached 26 cm (≈ 8% vertical contraction measured from the original fill height) at the end of solidification, while for the Scheil case, the top contraction arrived at 10 cm (3.2% vertical contraction) when solidification was finished. Thus, the smaller top shrinkage (as seen in Figure 8 ) and the resulting larger ingot final volume should be the root cause for the substantial increase in the solidification time for the simulation using Scheil rule. It should be noted that the Lever rule's predicted top shrinkage depth at the centerline of about 26 cm agreed closely with the cavity dimensions measured on the experimental obtained ingot. Macrosegregation patterns of carbon predicted in the simulations using the two microsegregation treatments are provided in Figure 11 . For both cases, the carbon concentrations in the hot-top, in the head of the ingot and in the mid-radius region of the ingot body were higher than the nominal one (0.36 wt.%), indicating the occurrence of positive segregation in these regions. However, under the combined action of larger mushy zone and longer solidification time, higher macrosegregation extent and intensity could be predicted in these regions in the calculations using Scheil model. Macrosegregation patterns of carbon predicted in the simulations using the two microsegregation treatments are provided in Figure 11 . For both cases, the carbon concentrations in the hot-top, in the head of the ingot and in the mid-radius region of the ingot body were higher than the nominal one (0.36 wt.%), indicating the occurrence of positive segregation in these regions. However, under the combined action of larger mushy zone and longer solidification time, higher macrosegregation extent and intensity could be predicted in these regions in the calculations using Scheil model. The chemical predictions were compared with experimental measurements on the centerline section of hot-top and the upper part of the ingot, as displayed in Figure 12 . The chemical profile was obtained based on the compilation of measurements over 250 pieces of 4.5 × 6.5 cm 2 samples, using Thermo Scientific ARL TM 4460 mass spectrometer. The experimentally obtained segregation ratio pattern is symmetric about the ingot central axis, with a positive gradient in solute concentration over the ingot's radius from the periphery to the center and along the ingot axis from the lower to the upper region. Such features are similar to the recently obtained macrosegregation pattern for a 15ton steel forging ingot [27] . It can be seen that the general carbon pattern in the experiment was well reproduced and a fair agreement was obtained between experimental measurements and Lever rule numerical results. The predicted solute-enriched zone between the center and ingot wall in Figure  11a matched well the area enclosed by the two black solute-enriched bands in Figure 12c . In contrast, some apparent discrepancies were present between experimental results and Scheil predictions. To further examine the segregation ratio in the solute-rich band, new experimental measurements with a sampling density of 0.9 × 0.9 cm 2 were carried out on the axial section at 30 cm below the hot-top/ingot body interface. It can be seen in Figure 13 that the segregation intensity inside the solute-rich bands got to 0.34, in agreement with the value predicted using Lever rule in the corresponding regions. This finding further demonstrates the applicability of Lever rule to approach the realistic microsegregation behavior in the course of casting and solidification of large size ingots.
Based on the above analyses, it can be seen that the extent of segregation is numerically overestimated in Scheil case (Figure 12b ) due to the neglect on solid back diffusion. This finding The chemical predictions were compared with experimental measurements on the centerline section of hot-top and the upper part of the ingot, as displayed in Figure 12 . The chemical profile was obtained based on the compilation of measurements over 250 pieces of 4.5 × 6.5 cm 2 samples, using Thermo Scientific ARL TM 4460 mass spectrometer. The experimentally obtained segregation ratio pattern is symmetric about the ingot central axis, with a positive gradient in solute concentration over the ingot's radius from the periphery to the center and along the ingot axis from the lower to the upper region. Such features are similar to the recently obtained macrosegregation pattern for a 15-ton steel forging ingot [27] . It can be seen that the general carbon pattern in the experiment was well reproduced and a fair agreement was obtained between experimental measurements and Lever rule numerical results. The predicted solute-enriched zone between the center and ingot wall in Figure 11a matched well the area enclosed by the two black solute-enriched bands in Figure 12c . In contrast, some apparent discrepancies were present between experimental results and Scheil predictions. The chemical predictions were compared with experimental measurements on the centerline section of hot-top and the upper part of the ingot, as displayed in Figure 12 . The chemical profile was obtained based on the compilation of measurements over 250 pieces of 4.5 × 6.5 cm 2 samples, using Thermo Scientific ARL TM 4460 mass spectrometer. The experimentally obtained segregation ratio pattern is symmetric about the ingot central axis, with a positive gradient in solute concentration over the ingot's radius from the periphery to the center and along the ingot axis from the lower to the upper region. Such features are similar to the recently obtained macrosegregation pattern for a 15ton steel forging ingot [27] . It can be seen that the general carbon pattern in the experiment was well reproduced and a fair agreement was obtained between experimental measurements and Lever rule numerical results. The predicted solute-enriched zone between the center and ingot wall in Figure  11a matched well the area enclosed by the two black solute-enriched bands in Figure 12c . In contrast, some apparent discrepancies were present between experimental results and Scheil predictions. To further examine the segregation ratio in the solute-rich band, new experimental measurements with a sampling density of 0.9 × 0.9 cm 2 were carried out on the axial section at 30 cm below the hot-top/ingot body interface. It can be seen in Figure 13 that the segregation intensity inside the solute-rich bands got to 0.34, in agreement with the value predicted using Lever rule in the corresponding regions. This finding further demonstrates the applicability of Lever rule to approach the realistic microsegregation behavior in the course of casting and solidification of large size ingots.
Based on the above analyses, it can be seen that the extent of segregation is numerically overestimated in Scheil case (Figure 12b ) due to the neglect on solid back diffusion. This finding To further examine the segregation ratio in the solute-rich band, new experimental measurements with a sampling density of 0.9 × 0.9 cm 2 were carried out on the axial section at 30 cm below the hot-top/ingot body interface. It can be seen in Figure 13 that the segregation intensity inside the solute-rich bands got to 0.34, in agreement with the value predicted using Lever rule in the corresponding regions. This finding further demonstrates the applicability of Lever rule to approach the realistic microsegregation behavior in the course of casting and solidification of large size ingots.
Based on the above analyses, it can be seen that the extent of segregation is numerically overestimated in Scheil case (Figure 12b ) due to the neglect on solid back diffusion. This finding indicates that the degree of the error in the Scheil analysis could be reduced by including back diffusion in the solid in the calculations. It should be mentioned that a better approximation may be obtained if using other models considering both solidification and transformation with predicted behaviors situated between the Lever Rule and Scheil's theory, such as the solute microsegregation/redistribution model recently proposed by Wolczynski [28, 29] . Wolczynshi's model has been justified/substantiated since solidification path is located on liquidus line, microsegregation path on solidus line and redistribution path between both lines of a given phase diagram. Moreover, the newly proposed model was applied to the study of steel solidification [30] . Considering the model complexity, the high computation cost for a 40-ton ingot, and the unavailability of all nucleation and transformation parameters, the above-mentioned model was not considered in the present study and will be applied to the future work.
Conclusions
In the present work, the impact of microsegregation models on thermophysical properties and solidification behavior of a medium-carbon high strength steel was studied. The examined microsegregation models include the ideal equilibrium Lever rule, the extreme non-equilibrium Scheil-Gulliver and the schemes proposed by Brody-Flemings, Clyne-Kurz, Ohnaka-Kobayashi, which are characterized by incomplete solution diffusion in the solid. Based on the comparative analyses on representative regions, and the 3D simulations of the casting and solidification process of a large-size steel ingot, the following conclusions can be drawn:
For a large-size steel ingot, Lever rule can be regarded as a better approximation for the diffusion behavior in the solid, whether in the initial solidification stage or in the intermediate and late solidification phases;
The validity of Lever rule for reasonable depiction of the physical behaviors which take place in the casting course of large size steel ingot was demonstrated with a good agreement of the simulation predictions with experimental measurements.
The application of recently introduced models that provide a more accurate description of solute microsegregation and redistribution would be an interesting addition for future studies on the solidification of large size ingots. It should be mentioned that a better approximation may be obtained if using other models considering both solidification and transformation with predicted behaviors situated between the Lever Rule and Scheil's theory, such as the solute microsegregation/redistribution model recently proposed by Wolczynski [28, 29] . Wolczynshi's model has been justified/substantiated since solidification path is located on liquidus line, microsegregation path on solidus line and redistribution path between both lines of a given phase diagram. Moreover, the newly proposed model was applied to the study of steel solidification [30] . Considering the model complexity, the high computation cost for a 40-ton ingot, and the unavailability of all nucleation and transformation parameters, the above-mentioned model was not considered in the present study and will be applied to the future work.
The application of recently introduced models that provide a more accurate description of solute microsegregation and redistribution would be an interesting addition for future studies on the solidification of large size ingots. 
